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1. INTRBDUCTION 
It is well known that the Jacobson radical, and other concrete radicals, 
of rings graded by a torsion-free abelian group is homogeneous (see, e.g., 
6. R/f. Bergman [2]; C. NM5sescu and F. van Qystaeyen [9]; E. 
Puczylowski [ 13 ] ). For the terminology on graded rings we refer to [ 9 1. If 
one considers rings graded by a finite abelian group, then the order of the 
grading group determines whether or not the Jacobson radical of such 
rings is homogeneous (see, e.g., 6. M. Bergman [2]; S. Montgommery and 
M. Cohen [7]; M. Van den Bergh [ 141). The situa for rings graded by 
an abelian semigroup is much more complicated. e shall show this by 
considering semigroup rings. 
In [S] a complete description is given of the Jacobson radical (and other 
concrete radicals) of semigroup rings R[S], -where R is a ring such that 
J,(R) = J,(R) (see Theorem 2.1) and S is an abelian semigroup. Using this 
result, we determine when the Jacobson radical of such semigroup rings is 
S-homogeneous. Here we consider R[S] as an S-graded ring. The 
analoguc question for the nilradical of commutative semigroup rings has 
been studied by T. Parker and R. Gilmer [ 11 ]. We extend their result to 
the upper nilradical (and prime radical) of semigroup rings R[S], where R 
is a $.I.-ring or a Noetherian ring and S is abelian. 
In section 2 we give the ncccssary terminology. ecause of its impor- 
tance, we also restate the description of the Jacobson and other concrete 
radicals of semigroup rings R[S], where S is abelian. In Sections 3 and 4 
we then study when these radicals are S-homogeneous. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper all rings are associative, not necessarily com- 
mutative, and they need not contain an identity element, and all 
semigroups are commutative. If S is a semigroup, we denote by S’ the 
semigroup obtained by adjoining an identity to S does not contain an 
identity, otherwise S’ = S. By Q(S) we denote the group of quotients of 
any cancellative (commutative) semigroup S. We say that a semigroup S is 
torsion-free if sn = t”, s, t E S, 0 #II E N, implies s = t. 
If R is a ring and S a semigroup, then R[S] denotes the semigroup ring 
of the semigroup S over the ring R. J(R) is the Jacobson radical of a 
ring R. 
Before we can state the description of J(R[S]), we need some structural 
results on commutative semigroups. For proofs and details we refer to [4]. 
Let S be a semigroup. If p is a congruence on S, i.e., p is an equivalence 
relation which is compatible with the semigroup operation, then the set of 
equivalence classes, denoted by S/p, is again a semigroup for the natural 
operation induced by S. 
A semigroup S is said to be separative if and only if 
v’s, t E s: s2 = St = t= *s = t. 
Let p E P, where P’ is the set of all prime natural numbers. A semigroup S is 
said to be p-separative if and only if 
v’s, tES: sp=tp*s=t. 
A congruence p on S is said to be separative (respectively p-separative) if 
and only if S/p is separative (respectively p-separative). Let 
and 
<,={(s, t)ESXS1312EN:Spn=tp”} (PEP). 
Then 5 is the least separative congruence on S (cf. [4]) and 4, is the least 
p-separative congruence on S (cf. [S]). A semilattice r is a semigroup of 
idempotents. Such a semigroup is partially ordered for the following 
relation: 01 d /I if and only if a/I = a, ~1, /I E r. 
It is well known that a separative semigroup S is the disjoint union of 
cancellative semigroup S,, where a E r and r= S/q. Here, q is the smallest 
congruence on S such that S/r) is a semilattice. Explicitly, 
q= ((s, t)ESxSI3nEN:sdivides t”, tdividess”). 
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The S, are called the Archimedean components of S; S,S, c S,, for all 
a, /I E r. Moreover S can be embedded in a semigroup which is the disjoint 
union of groups, more specifically 
SC u Q(sJ 
aer 
The identity element of Q(,S,) is denoted by e,. If S, contains a periodic 
element, i.e., an element s such that sn = YZfk for some N, k E N, k 3 1, then 
S, is a group. By S, we denote the subsemigroup of all periodic elements 
of a semigroup and by P(S) we denote the largest ideal of periodic 
elements of S; eventually these sets will be empty. Clearly, if S is any tor- 
sion-free semigroup and thus a separative semigroup, then S, is the 
semigroup E(S) of all idempotents of S. Let S = Uoltr S, be a separative 
semigroup. Then r’ denotes the set of all MET such that S, is not a 
periodic group, and rP= {MET/ for all /?<a, fl$ r’!. Clearly, 
fTSf= u s, 
ztrp 
and 
is again a separative semigroup with Archimedean components S,, 
a E s\r,, and (P(S)); P(S) is the zero element of S/P(S). We agree that if 
P(S) is the empty set, then S/P(S) = 5’. 
We also need a few ring theoretical definitions. Let A be an ideal of a 
ring R. Then, for every n E N, 
A,= (ITRI nrL4) 
defines an ideal of R. If p is a congruence on a semigroup S, then we define 
I((A: S, p)= C (rjS;--it,)/ r;eA, (Sj, f,)EP c 
i’, 1 
Clearly 1(‘(A, S, p) is an ideal of R[S]. 
The following result is the first and basic result on the subject (see 
also [G]). 
THEOREM 2.1 (S. A. Amitsur [ 11). Let S be a free semipoup of rank M 
(finite or not) and let R be a ring. Then 
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where J,(R) = J(R[S]) n R. Moreover 
J(R)=J,(R)xJ,(R)xJ,(R)I ... 3 nfio J,(R) = J,(R) 
and ifn is infinite then J,(R) = J,(R). J1(R) is a nil ideal. 
If k, n E N, then we denote (J,(R)),, = {r E RI nr E J,(R)) by Jk,n(R). 
The following lemma reduces the computation of J(R[S]) to the case 
where S is a separative semigroup. 
LEMMA 2.2 [S]. Let R be a ring and S a semigroup. Then 
(a) Z(R, S, 5) is a sum of nilpotent ideals, 
(b) JNSISI) z J(R[:SlYZ(R, S, 0, 
(cl CpeP Z(J,,,(R), S, <,) is a sum of nilpotent ideals modulo 
J,WCSI. 
Let R be a ring and S= User S, a separative semigroup. The following 
set will play an important role in our description: 
J(R, S,, f’) = a= c aor E J(R[S,]) a, E: R[(S,),] and 
arr 
THEOREM 2.3 [S]. Let R be a ring such that J,(R) = J,(R) and let S 
be a separative semigroup. Then 
J(RCSI) = J,UOCSI + c Z(J&)> S, t,> + J(R Sp, 0. 
PEP 
We note that, because J1( R) is a nil ideal, the condition J,(R) = J,(R) is 
always satisfied for Noetherian rings [3] and for rings that satisfy a 
polynomial identity [ 121. 
To finish the description we need to describe J(R[S] ), where S is a 
periodic semigroup, i.e., S = S,. 
THEOREM 2.4 (J. Okninski and P. Wauters [lo]). Let S be a periodic 
semigroup and let R be a ring. Then 
J(RCS1) = JW)CSI + WC S, 5) + 1 Z(Jo,p(R)v A tp). 
PEP 
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GOROLLARY 2.5 (J. Okninski and P. Wauters [IO] ). Let S .!x a 
semigroup and R a ring such that J(R) = J,(R). Then 
3. JACOBSON RADICALS THAT ARE HQMQGENEOLJS 
Let R be a ring and S a semigroup. Recall that J( R[S] ) is called (S-) 
homogeneous (cf. [IS]) if CsEs s r ~EJ(R[S]) (r,~41 for all YES) implies 
r,sEJ(R[S]) for all SE S. 
]LEMMa 3.1. Let R be a ring such that R #J(R). Then, for any r E R\ 
J(R) and s E S, rs $ J( R [ S] ). If, moreover J( R [ S] ) is homogeneous then S is 
separative. 
ProoJ: Let S be the class determined by s E S in S/t and let F denote the 
class determined by r E R in R/J(R). Assume that YS E J(R[S] ). Then 
~SEJ((R/J(R))[S/{]). Of course J(R/J(R))=J,(R/J(R))=Q. It follows 
from Corollary 2.5 that the sum of the coefficients of any element in 
J((R/J(~))[S/~]) is zero. Therefore F= 0, i.e., r E J(d(R), a contradiction. 
Assume J(R[S]) is homogeneous. If S is not separative, then there exists 
s, t E S such that s’=st= t2, s # t. Let rE R\J(R); it follows from 
Lemma 2.2 that (rs - rt) E J(R[S] ). Hence rs E J(R[S] ). However, this is 
in contradiction with the first part of the lemma. 
We say that a semigroup S is torsion disjoint with ) +, the additive 
group of the ring R, if s” = t” and mr=O, for some s, tES, rER, 
0 # m, n E N and m divides n, imply that s = t or r = 0. 
ROPOSITION 3.2. Let R be a ring and S a periodic semigroup. Then, 
(a) if R = J(R), then J(R[S]) is homogeneous, 
(b) if Rf J(R), then J(R[S]) is homogeneous if and only tf the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) 5’ is separative, and 
(ii) S is torsion disjoint with R/J(R), +. 
If J(R[S]) is homogeneous then J(R[S]) = J(R)[S]. 
Proof (a) In this case it follows from Theorem 2.4 that J(R[S]) = 
J(R)[S], in particular that J(R[S]) is homogeneous. 
(b) Assume J(R[S] ) is homogeneous. Then it follows from 
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Lemma 3.1 that S is separative. Assume S is not torsion disjoint with 
R/J(R), +. It follows easily that in this case there exist s, t E S, s # t E S, 
Y E R\J(R), p E P, n E N such that s p” = tp’ and pr E J(R). We obtain from 
Theorem 2.4 that Y(S - t) E J(R[S]). Hence, by the assumption, 
rs E J(R[S]). This is in contradiction with Lemma 3.1. 
The converse is easy. Under conditions (i) and (ii) Theorem 2.4 becomes 
J(R[S]) = J(R)[S]. Hence the radical is homogeneous. 1 
So from now on we are interested in semigroups S which are not 
periodic, i.e., S#P(S). Since our results for non-periodic semigroups will 
be based on Theorem 2.3, we will always assume the extra condition 
J,(R) = J,(R). The case where R = J,(R) is easy to deal with. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R be a ring such that R = J1( R) = J,(R) and let S 
be a semigroup. Then 
J(R[TW) = J,(WCSI. 
Proof. The result follows from Corollary 2.5. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Let R be a ring such that R # J,(R), and let S be a 
semigroup. If r E R\J,(R) and s E (S\P(S)) then rs 4: J(R[S]). ZA moreover, 
J( R[S]) is homogeneous then S/P(S) is separative. 
Proof. Let 5 be the element determined by SE S in S/t and let 7 be 
the element determined by r E R in R/J,(R). If rs E J(R[S]) then FOE 
J((R/J,(R))IIS/SI). B ecause s E S\P(S) we may assume s 4 S, and thus 
s=$ (SlOP. Since J,(R/J,(R)) = 0, we obtain that (Theorem 2.3) V = 0. 
However, this is in contradiction with the assumption r E R\J,(R). 
For the second part, assume J(R[S]) is homogeneous. Let t be the 
element determined by t E S in S/P(S). If S/P(S) is not separative, then 
there exist S, iES/P(S), s, t E S, such that S2=Sf= iz and S# t. Hence 
s $ P(S) or t 4 P(S). Hence we may assume, say s # P(S). It follows that 
s # P(S), t 4 P(S) and thus S= s, t = t. Therefore s # t, s2 = st = t’. It follows 
from Lemma 2.2 that r(s- t) E J(R[S]), where r E R\J,(R). Thus rs E 
J(R[S]). This is in contradiction with the first part of the lemma. ( 
Let S be a semigroup and let R be a ring. Clearly R[P(S)] is an ideal of 
R[S]; we agree that R[P(S)] = 0 if P(S) is the empty set. Therefore 
J(R[P(S)]) is an ideal of R[S] and J(R[P(S)]) = J(R[S]) n R[P(S)]. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be a ring such that Rf J1(R), J,(R) = J,(R), 
and let S be a semigroup. Then J(R[S]) is homogeneous if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
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(a) S/P(S) is a separative semigroup; 
(b) S/P(S) is torsion disjoint with the additive group R/J1(R), +; 
(4 WXW n RLGI c J(RW’Wl + Jd 
If J(R[S]) is homogeneous then J(R[S])=J,(R)[S] + J( 
moreover, R # J(R), then 
(d) P(S) is separative and P(S) is torsion disjoint with R/J(R), +. 
ProoJ Assume that J(R[S] ) is homogeneous. Then (a) follows fro 
Lemma 3.4. Because J(R[P(S)]) = J(R[S]) n R[P(S)], (d) follows from 
Proposition 3.2. To prove (b), assume that S/P(S) is not torsion disjoint 
with R/J,(R), +, i.e., there exist S, in S/P(S) (s, t E S): Y# F, su& that for 
some p E P, r E R\J,(R), Sp” = ipn, and pr E J1( R). Since S # t we obtain 
s # P(S), t q! P(S) and S= s, t = t. From Lemma 2 and Theorem 2.3 we 
obtain that J,(R)[S] c J(R[S]); and thus, again y Lemma 2.2, Y(S - t) E 
JtRCKl). ause J(R[S]) is homogeneous it follows that rs E J(R[S]. This 
is in cant ction with Lemma 3.4. Hence, (b) is proved. 
Now we prove (6). Assume (c) is not true. Then, because J(R[S]) is 
homogeneous, there exist r E R, SE S, such that YSE J( 
R)[P(S)] + J,(R)[S,]. Because of Lemma 3.1, r E 
t, then Lemma 3.4 implies r E J,(R). Hence TS E J1( 
tion with the assumption. 
For the converse assume that (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied. Let a = 
C a,.sE J(R[S]), a, E R. Then 5 = C a,SE J(R[S/P(S)]), where S is the 
element determined by s E S in S/P(S). Because of conditions (a) and (b) 
and because of Theorem 2.3, a,SE J,(R)[S/P(S)] for every SE (S/P(S))\, 
(S/P(S)).. Since S=s if s$P(S) and because S$(S/P(S)), if s$SP, we 
obtain that r, E J,(R) if SC&S,. Now (Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3) 
J,(R)[S] c J(R[S]), hence 
b= c a,sE J(R[S]). 
stsp 
From condition (6) we obtain bE J(R)[P(S)] +J1(R)[S,]. Hence we 
proved J(R[CS]) c J,(R)[S] + J(R)[P(S)]. Because the converse inclusion 
is also true the result follows. i 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let R be a ring such that R# J,(R), J(R)= J,( 
and let S be a semigroup. Then J(R[S]) is homogeneous if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) is a separative semigroup; 
(b) S is torsion disjoint with the additive group RlJ(R), i. 
481/109/2-18 
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ProoJ: That the conditions are necessary follows from Theorem 3.5. 
These conditions are also sufficient by Corollary 2.5. 1 
If S is a semigroup, then an ideal A of S is called a non-trivial ideal of 
periodic elements if all elements of A are periodic and if A has more than 
one element, i.e., A has an element which is not the zero element. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let R be a ring such that J(R) #J,(R) and J,(R) = 
J,(R). Let S=uorE,- S, be a separative semigroup, with Archimedean 
components S,, c( E r, such that SIP(S) is torsion disjoint with the 
additive group R/J,(R), t. If e,,..., e,EE(S/P(S)), nE N, are such that 
(S/P(S))/u;, I (S/P(S)) ei has a non-trivial periodic ideal, then J(R, Sp, T’) 
contains a non-zero element C scs r,s, r, E R for all s E S, such that not all 
r,s E J(R[S]). 
ProoJ Because P(S) is the largest periodic ideal in S we may assume 
that all ei # P(S). Assume ei = e, E S,, where cli E r. Because of the 
assumptions there exists an SE (S,),, a E r, such that s # Ur= i (S/P(S)) e, 
and such that s is contained in a periodic ideal of 
(S/p(S)NJ;= I (S/P(S)) ei. T a k e rEJ(R)\JI(R) and let w=rs=rse,. Note 
that e, E S, because S, contains the periodic element s. If ep is an idem- 
potent of S and a E R[S], we denote a - aeg by a( 1 - eD). 
Consider d = w( 1 - e,,)( 1 - e,,) . . . (1 - e,J We claim that dE 
J( R, Sp, r’). Clearly dE J(R[S,]) (Theorem 2.4). So it is sufficient to prove 
that for any 6 E r 
(de,),= 
where we write d=Cger p d with dDER[(S,),]. Let supp,d=(Pcrl 
d, # 0). If there is no /I E supprd such that 6 < j?, (*) is trivially satisfied. 
So, suppose 6 < p with /3 E supp,d. Of course 6 < a. Now, let t E (S,\(S,),). 
Then ts = t(e,s) is also a non-periodic element of Sd. Because of the 
assumption on s we obtain t6 Ur=, (S/P(S)) e,,, i.e., 6 <a, for some 
ldi<n. But then 
(de,), = (de,e,), = (0. e6)6 = 0. 
Hence, we proved that dEJ(R, S,, r’). Clearly d$J(R)[P(S)] + 
J,(R)[S,]. Hence, because of Theorem 3.5, d satisfies the desired 
property. 1 
If S is a torsion-free semigroup, then S is separative and S, = E(S). For 
these semigroups we obtain 
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COROLLARY 3.8. Let R be a ring such that J, 
J,(R). Let S be a torsion-free semigroup. Then J( 
and only zf’for all e, ,..., e, E E(S/P(S)), (S/P(S))/U;= i (S/P(S)) ei has MO 
non-trivial periodic ideal. 
ProoJ: If J(R[ S] ) is homogeneous, then the property considered 
follows from Proposition 3.7. 
For the converse, assume that J(R[S] ) is not homogeneo 
U lElr S,, where the S, are the Archimedean components. 
Theorems 2.3 and 3.5 there exists an element a=C!‘=, rie 
~,,EE(S): ~,EJ(R), such that a$J(R)[IP(S)] fJ,( 
,P(w)CP(s)q+J,(R)CE(S)lcJ(RCSI), we may ass 
)\J,(R) and all e&P(S). Let aI be maximal in {zIr..., a,,]. If SE S, 
then the class determined by s in S/P(S) will be denoted by S. 
ss determined by s in V= (S/P(S))/lJ;,, (S/P(S)) Z, will 
?. It follows that 5 = rl e’%, + (CT= 2 ri) WE J(R[ V]), 
~J;T,~ (S//$(S)) F,?. Note that Zcr, # W because aI is m 
Because J(R) WcJ(R[V]) we obtain that rlZa,~ 
m”(V) = ( W) because of the assumption, it follows 
), a contradiction. This finishes the proof. 
COROLLARU 3.9 (J. Okninski, P. Wauters [IO]). Let be a ring such 
) = J,(R) and J(R) # J,(R). Let S be a torsion-Jlree semigroup. 
Then J(R[S])=J,(R)[S] if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a) S has no periodic ideal, i.e., P(S) is the empty set; 
(b) ,for all e, ,...) e, E E(S), S/U;, I Se, has no God-triv~a~per~od~c ideal. 
ProojY TFhk follows immediately from Theorem 3.5 and 
Corollary 3.8. 
CQROLLARU 3.10. Let R be a ring such that Ji( 
J,(R). Let S= lJaGT S, be a separative semigroup, 
ponents S,, 01 E r. If r' = r\r,, then J(R[ S] ) is homogeneous if and only ij 
the ,follwing conditions are satisfied: 
(a) S/I’(S) is torsion disjoint with R/J,( 
(b) if R #J(R), then P(S) is torsion disjoint with R/J(R), +. 
Pro05 That conditions (a) and (b) are necessary follows fro 
Theorem 3.5. Under the assumptions of conditions (a) and (b), it is clear 
that J(R, S,, r’) c J,(R)[S,] + J( [P(S)]). So the result fooilsws from 
roposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.5. 
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The situation for (separative) semigroups which are not torsion-free and 
which do not satisfy the condition r = r\r, is much more complicated. 
Consider the following example. 
Let H, be the cyclic group of order 2 and for any II 2 1 let H, be the 
infinite cyclic group. The generator of H,, m30, will be denoted by h, 
and the unity element is denoted by eH,. The set r = (0, 1,2,..., } becomes a 
semilattice for the ordered structure 
2 . . . . 
Let S= unsT H,, the disjoint union of the groups H,. Consider the group 
homomorphisms: 
h,n: Ho-H,: ho+eH, (n3 11, 
4 . H, + H,: h, * h, n,l . (n31), 
4 n,n is the identity map on H,. 
Then, for all n, m, k E r, if k <m <n then dm,k 0 q5,,m = $n,k. For any two 
elements s,, s, in S (s, E H,, s, E H,) define 
where k is the product of n and m in l7 It follows from Theorem 4.11 in 
[4] that 5’ is a separative semigroup for this multiplication. Let R be an 
algebra over a field k such that J(R) # 0, J,(R) = 0, and k is of charac- 
teristic zero. Then R and S satisfy all conditions, except the torsion-free 
condition (respectively rt = T”\T,), mentioned in Corollary 3.8 (respec- 
tively Corollary 3.10). Let 0 # r E J(R). Because eHnh, = eH, for all n > 0, it 
follows from Theorem 2.3 that r(e, -hd~J(NW), but reH,,#J(NSI). 
Hence J(R[S]) is not homogeneous. So, Corollary 3.8, in general, is no 
longer valid for non-torsion-free semigroups. 
In the example every Archimedean component is either torsion free or 
periodic. We will show that in such cases the fact that J(R[S] ) is 
homogeneous implies ,S/P( S) is torsion-free. 
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DEFINITION 3.11. Let S be a separative semigroup. A periodic element s 
of S is called a stable-periodic element if for every e E E(S) there exists an 
e’ E E(S) such that 
se=e’ or se = s. 
e say that S is stable-periodic free if all stable-periodic elements belong- 
ing to a periodic Archimedean component are idempotent. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let R be a ring such that J(R) #J,(R), J,(R) =J,( 
and let S be a separative semigroup. If J( R[S f ) is homogeneous, then, 
any e, ,...) e, E E(S/P(S)), S/P(S)/lJ:= 1 (S/P(S)) ei is stable-periodic free. 
ProoJ: Assume s $ E(S/P(S)), s E S,, where S, is an Archimedean com- 
ponent of S with idempotent e,, and assume that s defines a non-trivial 
stable-periodic element in S/P(S)/U;, I (S/P(S)) e,. Take r E J(R)\J1(R) 
and let w = rs - re,. Using a method similar to that used in the proof of 
Proposition 3.7 we obtain that d= ~(1 -e,)(l -ez)... (1 -~,)EJ(R[S]). 
However, YS is a homogeneous component of d, but rs$ 
(Lemma 3.4). So J(R[S]) is not homogeneous, a ~ontrad~~tio~. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let S=UxEI. S, be a separative semigroup with 
Archimedean components S,. Let R be a ring such that J,(R)=J,(R) and 
J(R) # J,(R). If each S, is either periodic or torsion-free and ly J( 
homogeneous, then S/P(S) is torsion-free. 
PvooJ: Assume S/P(S) is not torsion-free. Then let SE (S,),, CL E I: 
s $ E(S), and s $ P(S), Because of the assumption on S,, s is a stable- 
periodic element of S/P(S). However, this is in contradiction with 
Lemma 3.12. 
4. ON OTHER RADICALS 
For a ring R we denote by P(R) the prime radical, by L(R) the Levitzki 
radical, by U(R) the Brown-McCoy radical, and by N(R) the upper nil 
radical of R. It is known (see, e.g., [6]) that L,(R) = L(R) and P,( 
P(R). It is shown in 15, lo] that the descriptions given in Section 2 concur 
with L, P, and U. Therefore, for these radicals the analogues of the results 
in Section 3 are also valid. For N the situation is more complicated 
(see [S ] ). However, if R is Noetherian or satisfies a ~Qly~ornia~ identity 
then N(R) = P(R). We obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring or a P.d.-ring and let S be 
a semigroup. Then, 
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(a) if R=N(R) then N(R[S])=N(R)[S], i.e., N(R[S]) is 
homogeneous; 
(b) if R#N(R), then N(R[S]) is homogeneous if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) S is a separative semigroup; 
(ii) S is torsion disjoint with the additive group R/N(R), +. 
In the case where R is a commutative ring the proposition has been 
proved by T. Parker and R. Gilmer [ 111. 
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